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ABSTRACT

In Home Area Network (HAN) of the smart grid, Power Line Communication (PLC) technology and

ZigBee communication technology can be used in the communication among the Advanced Metering

Infrastructure (AMI) devices. However, according to performance evaluation results of the PLC technol-

ogy, we find that using the PLC technology is unsuitable for the remote meter reading service. It is

worth noting that some parts of the PLC are converted to the ZigBee communication technology in

Jeju, Korea. Compared with PLC, ZigBee has no restriction of the place, where the equipments can be

freely set up, due to the advantage of radio communication. However, number of usable devices will

impact the network performance which is depended on the address assignment. In addition, due to the

restriction of transmission range among devices, it is difficult to apply the ZigBee address assignment

method to the practical circumstance. In this paper, we examine the previous ZigBee address assignment

schemes and the corresponding routing algorithms, and propose a novel address assignment scheme

compared with the existing methods, the performance of the proposed one is improved. In particular,

evaluation results show that the proposed scheme reduces the average number of hop count, the transfer

time and the processing time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Smart grid is the next-generation power grid

where the power supplier and consumer exchanges

the information with bidirectional on a real-time

basis and optimizes the energy efficiency [1]. When

we consider the countryside where people are liv-

ing in sparse area, Power Line Communication

(PLC) technology has a problem to support fre-

quent multiplex signal of Advanced Metering

Infrastructure (AMI) devices because of line speed

limitation and line quality limitation. Thus, for

maintain the link quality additional devices are

required. In the case of ZigBee communication

technology[2], has no restriction of the place,

where the equipments can be freely set up and

communicate each other within wireless communi-

cation coverage without support of additional de-

vices, due to the advantage of radio

communication. Thus, many researchers proposed

the applications [3-7] based on the basic ZigBee

communication scheme. However, the number of

usable devices, will impact the network perform-

ance which is depended on the address assignment

[8-11]. In addition, due to the restriction of trans-

mission range among devices, it is difficult to apply

the ZigBee address assignment method to the

practical circumstance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
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Section 2 introduces some address assignment

schemes based on ZigBee tree network. Section

3 explains our scheme in detail, and Section 4 eval-

uates the performance of the proposed scheme in

terms of average number of hop count, transfer

time, and processing time. Finally, we conclude the

paper in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Distribute Address Assignment & Tree

Routing Algorithm

The devices of ZigBee network are assigned

their own network addresses by the distributed ad-

dress assignment method (BAAM). Suppose that,

the maximum number of child nodes is  , the

maximum number of child routers is  , and the

depth of the network is  . We may compute the

children’s address pool for each node according to

the algorithm. Note that  is used to derive

the starting address of its children’s address pool.

 for the coordinator or a router in depth  is

defined as:

 










  



   ·
  

 if  



(1)

In addition, the parent node with depth d assigns

16bit address to the nodes who want to establish

the connection with the parent node by equation

(2) below.




× (2)

Where  denotes the address assigned to the

new node,  denotes the address of the parent

node and  denotes the number of routers of the

parent node.

As we know, tree routing is a simple scheme

in which data can be delivered to the parent node

or child node. When a node receives data, it checks

the destination information. If the destination in-

formation does not match, the node checks its child

nodes addresses in order to match the destination

information until meet the end point by equation

(3).

  (3)

Where  denotes address of node itself and 

denotes destination address. If  satisfies above

condition, the packet is delivered to the next ad-

dress calculated by equation (4), where  denotes

the address of the node where the packet will be

delivered.

 ⌊
 ⌋× (4)

2.2 Orphan node & networks expansion

limitation problem

Fig. 1 shows an example of the orphan node

problem in ZigBee distribute address assignment.

Node  tries to join the network as a child node

of node 7 or 10. However, node 7 cannot assign

the address since the number of child node has be-

come 5 already. Note that the maximum number

of child node is 5. In addition, Node 10 cannot has

a child node either, since the maximum depth of

the tree topology is 2. Therefore, node  becomes

orphan node.

In this case, when the connection of the node

is concentrated on the partial domain of the tree,

due to the restriction of the topology, even if the

address field remains, the orphan node is generated.

It is easily concluded that the maximum number

of node participating in the network is 65,536 in

the ZigBee network since the address uses 16 bits.

In addition, if this network is expanded to the max-

imum length by using distribute address assign-

ment scheme, the maximum depth becomes 15.

We assume that the maximum communication

distance of the node is 30. Hence, the limitation

of connectable distance is 450. This limitation

problem makes the application difficult. Therefore,

this scheme is difficult to apply to the smart grid

network environment.
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Fig. 1. Orphan problem    

Fig. 2. Network layer frame format

2.3 Coordinate based address assignment

method

In order to resolve the problem of the limitation

of the connectable distance of the distribute ad-

dress assignment, coordinate based address as-

signment method (CBAAM) was proposed in [12,
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13]. As shown in Fig. 2, CBAAM improves the ad-

dress space of the double-byte allocated to the

destination and source addresses in the frame for-

mat of ZigBee network layer which can use the

 and -axis of the node.

By utilizing two dimension coordinates, CBAAM

assigns addresses to nodes. 8-bit is allocated to 

and -axis and these address field is used as the

address of the node.

According to the research results, this method

shows the number of hop count and operation

speed is more efficient in comparison with the

DAAM. Moreover, if the maximum communication

distance of the node is assumed as 30, the max-

imum connectable distance is suitable for the wide

area network where the distance can reach to 7.6

.

Fig. 3 shows a building or apartment environ-

ment of HAN. In this case, ZigBee network devices

are able to obtain their own ids by the combination

of the , -coordinates. Parent nodes, such as a

coordinator and root routers, connect with their

child nodes directly or indirectly by their following

s. This scheme assigns - coordinates ad-

dresses (1 to 255, 1 to 255) to nodes sequentially.

When direct connection of the node is impossible

for a root router, a router can be additionally con-

nected with the root router as a child node. In this

case, the root router and routers know all the re-

maining addresses.

In order to assign addresses to the freshly added

nodes, the root router and routers have to maintain

the address table. In the worst case, the root router

and routers should manage 255 nodes addresses,

which are shown in Fig. 4.

3. PROPOSED SCHEME

In order to improve routing efficiency, transfer

speed and network congestion, the proposed

scheme modifies the coordinate-based address as-

signment method. Fig. 5 depicts our address as-

signment scheme in detail, which can be applied

to the building or apartment structure.

Different from the previous scheme, proposed

method predefines the location of the coordinator

and root routers in the intermediate area of the

network. For example, the network address is as-

signed to the nodes from  to , then 

indicates the coordinator, and  or  in-

dicates root routers. Address  can be expressed

using the binary number  . Based on this

value, a big or small address is assigned to the

child node by turns. In our scheme, thus, the num-

ber of hop count of the packet transmission is

shortened than that of the previous method. In ad-

dition, the capacity of the routing table is also

shortened.

As in Fig. 6, in order to assign addresses to

freshly added nodes, the root router and routers

have to maintain the address table. In the worst

case, however, the root router and routers manage

127 nodes addresses and this address capacity is

only 50% compared with that of the existing

scheme. We explain the differences with the

CBAAM in below.

•Root router has the address of  or

. And a router connected to the root router

is assigned the small or big number of address

based on the address of the relevant root router.

•A node requesting the connection to a router

is sequentially assigned address from  to 

when the router address is smaller than . And

address is bigger than , address is assigned

from  to .

The later procedure is identical with the sequen-

tial address assignment.

As shown in Fig. 6, node  can be assigned ad-

dress from  to  since the router address is less

than . Thus, the address space assigned to the

node is  from . Therefore, the node is assigned

.

The existing coordinate based address assign-

ment scheme indicates that routing is possible



Fig. 3. Example of connected node in HAN and address assignment.
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Fig. 4. Example of router and node address assignment.

through the comparison of  or  coordinates of

the destination address. Thus, coordinate based

scheme was  bits for address comparison, while

the distribute address assignment scheme was 

bits. As shown in Fig. 7, the proposed scheme is

possible that route search through only 1 bit ad-

dress comparison. It is a dramatic improvement.

Route search through the comparison of first 

bit can be explained by the following example.

Address  can be expressed using the binary

number  , and if the address is bigger than

, the binary expression is  . As depicted

in Fig. 7, routers and the coordinator formation is

a straight line which divide the area of the network

into two parts. Thus, when the coordinates of

source and destination node are in the different part

of the network separately, the route search be-

comes possible with the comparison of first  bit

about 50% of the path. Therefore, it is easily con-

cluded that our scheme is more efficient. Fig. 7

shows that the example of coordinate comparison

of the existing scheme and the proposed scheme.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present experimental results

of address assignment scheme in terms of the

average number of hop count, packet transfer time

and network processing time by using MATLAB

software. For fair evaluation, we evaluated the

performance in the same manner of previous

schemes. In this evaluation, we assumed the node

transmission range is 50m.

4.1 Comparison of average hop count

In the mobile network, the number of hop count

indicates that the routing cost. We measured the

average hop count for our scheme to show the

routing efficiency.

As shown in Fig. 8(a), the number of hop count



Fig. 5. Address assignment and applied example of the proposed scheme.
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Fig. 6. Example of router and node address assignment.

Fig. 7. Comparison of coordinates base and proposed scheme.
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(a) Average hop count comparison

(b) Average hop count comparison in worst case of net-

work connection

(c) Average hop count comparison from coordinator in

worst case of network connection

Fig. 8. Comparison result of coordinates base and

proposed scheme.

Fig. 9. Comparison result of packet transfer time.

of the coordinate based schemes is shorter than

that of DAAM. Because of using the same coor-

dinate based address assignment scheme, the per-

formance of CBAAM and our scheme are same.

In the case of all network devices are becoming

routers, DAAM and CBAAM show unexpected re-

sult as shown in Fig. 8(b), and (c). However, our

proposed scheme performs well.

4.2 Comparison of packet transfer time

As shown in Fig. 9, our scheme shows the same

result of the CBAAM. However, when we consider

the bit comparison, the result is changed.

4.3 Network processing time comparison

We compared the in-network packet processing

time for the network performance evaluation.

According to Fig. 10(a), the proposed scheme per-

forms better than existing schemes. However, in

the worst case of the network connection shown

in Fig. 10(b), and (c), our scheme our scheme per-

forms well. Due to the 1-bit comparison, in our

scheme a router can easily find a path and then

deliver the packet to the destination with low cost.

5. CONCLUSION

We propose a method to improve the coordinate

base address assignment scheme. According to the

experimental results, the network processing time

is improved compared with the existing schemes.

In addition, the size of address table maintained by

a router reduced by 50%. In order to determine the
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(a) Average network processing time comparison

(b) Average network processing time comparison in

worst case of network connection

(c) Average network processing time comparison from

coordinator in worst case of network connection

Fig. 10. Comparison result of network processing

time.

route, a router refers to the routing table. This re-

search shows that the route search of the bit unit

can improve the network processing speed

considerably.
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